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Hansen in a mud lurk 
West Ham United ...... 1 Liverpool ............ 1  
THERE are times when football becomes a fainty ridiculous game, reminding one 
of the remark the former England team manager, Walter Winterbottom, made 
some 25 years ago.  
Football, Winterbottom said, was differentiated from other such sports because it 
was so relatively hard to score. He could scarcely have wished for a more cogent 
text than was provided yesterday at a rain-sodden Upton Park, where Liverpool 
utterly overplayed West Ham, got one penalty kick when they might have had 
three, and ended with a draw which should have been the most facile of victories.  
This said, Liverpool had only themselves - or their centre-half - to blame for giving 
away to ridiculous kind of equaliser which they conceded after 75 minutes.  
It was the elegant, casually authoriative Hansen who was the dreadful culprit. I 
shall not say Hensen of all people, because this greatly talented player's caree has 
been pitted with just the kind of strange aberration we saw yesterday. So much 
more accomplished than the common run of stoppers, he has, perhaps as the 
consequence and corollary, been oddly prone to occasional, expensive error.  
There wasn't a sign of danger when he decided to stroke the ball back to his 
keeper, Grobbelaar. But it was an unwise move on such a pitch.  
The ball never got there. Cottee got there instead, on the right of the Liverpool 
goal, to send his swift, sharply-angled shot into the corner of the Liverpool goal. 
So West Hamgot a point which was in every sense a present.  
The catalogue of Liverpool's near-misses could go on almost interminably. They 
hit the post in each half, Whelan provoking a deadly pass on two occasions.  
In the first half, it was Aldridge who smashed the ball against the left-hand post. 
In the second half, McMahon struck the near, right-hand post.  
McMahon had flung up his arms with horror when he booted Barnes' pass over 
the top just on half-time. Barnes had sent Aldridge clear for his shot against the 
post. Whelan had provided the right-wing cross he volleyed gloriously, only for 
McAlister, a gallant goalkeeper, to make a stupendous one-handed save.  
But was Beardsley held back when the ball then ran loose? Shouldn't there have 
been a penalty when Parris brought down Barnes? A free-kick for obstruction 
seemed a pitiful evasion by the referee.  
Liverpool did at last get their penalty seven minutes into the second half, when 
Parris brought doen McMahon. Aldridge put it away.; he is looking very confident 
indeed.  
So is Barnes, whose performance on the left flank in the first half and on the right 
flank in the second was not only devastating but impressively Liverpool did at last 
get their penalty seven minutes into the second half, when Parris brought doen 
McMahon. Aldridge put it away.; he is looking very confident indeed.  
So is Barnes, whose performance on the left flank in the first half and on the right 
flank in the second was not only devastating but impressively consistent. 
Liverpool already seem to be getting for more disciplined performances out of 
him, and he must surely play for England in Dusseldorf next Wednesday.  
West Ham did have a couple of good efforts saved by Grobbelaar in the first half: 
a shot by Cottee, set up by Robson; another by Robson set up by Stewart 
consistent. Liverpool already seem to be getting for more disciplined 
performances out of him, and he must surely play for England in Dusseldorf next 
Wednesday.  
West Ham did have a couple of good efforts saved by Grobbelaar in the first half: 
a shot by Cottee, set up by Robson; another by Robson set up by Stewart 
consistent. Liverpool already seem to be getting for more disciplined 
performances out of him, and he must surely play for England in Dusseldorf next 
Wednesday.  
West Ham did have a couple of good efforts saved by Grobbelaar in the first half: 
a shot by Cottee, set up by Robson; another by Robson set up by Stewart and 
McAvennie. But Liverpool's attempts were legion.  
Everton and Liverpool were both in London last week. Liverpool looked much the 
more impressive.  
Weather: Showery. Ground; Sodden,  
Goals: Aldridge (52min, pen) 0-1; Cottee (75) 1-1.  
West Ham United: (1-4-3-2); McAlister; Strodder; Stewart, Ince, Martin, McQueen 
(sub; Parris, 20min); Ward, Brady, Robson; McAvennie, Cottee.  
Liverpool (4-4-2); Grobbelaar; Vension, Gillespie, Hansen, Nicol; Whelan, 
Spackman, McMahon, Barnes; Aldridge, Beardsley.  
Referee: A Gunn (Burgess Hill). 
 

 

 

 


